This paper deals with an actual topic concerning the diagnosis of Internet of Things (IoT) controlled flexible manufacturing systems (FMS). We focus on models realized with Markov chains of FMS with stochastic and not equal throughput rates. Discrete-event models assume that FMS is decomposed, and we study the following events: an Internet server fails, an Internet server is repaired, an Internet server memory buffer fills up, an Internet server memory buffer empties. The IoT diagnosis is performed with by calculating the time to absorption in Markov model of the IoT controlled FMS. Future development of IoT diagnosis of FMS are also discussed in this work.
INTRODUCTION
In this work, we assume that a flexible manufacturing system controlled and monitored by Internet of Things (IoT) is similar to a discrete event system (DES) and we model it in a discrete stochastic space.
Absorbing states of Markov chain models display a steady-state i.e., the absorbing state attended after time T; therefore, only transient analysis displays the system performance. Our approach deals with an IoT controlled system which displays in time a trajectory modelled with a Markov chain 0} t {x(t); ≥ with state space ...} 1, {0, S = and space generator W. Let i, j ∈S and, we have (Viswandham, 1992) , (Kemeny, 1960) :
The following equations describe the behavior of the above mentioned Markov chain (Buzacott, 1993) , (Narahari, 1994) , (Ciufudean, 2008) , :
Where A(0) = I. For matrix components we have:
The solution is:
The state probabilities
∈ , are given by the following equation:
For t > 0, and T the time to reach the absorbing state, we obtain:
Where m ≥ 0, n > 0, we have (m+1) states, and the next states are absorbing ones. (Ciufudean, 2008) , , (Dallery, 1992) .
THE MODEL FOR IOT DIAGNOSIS OF FMS
The basic cell of the IoT system diagnosis of a FMS consists of a computer e.g. server connected to Internet, S i, with memory buffer and its downstream machine from the FMS. In figure 1 we depicted the Markov chain model of the one of the n identical cells of our model for IoT control and diagnosis of a FMS, where n represents the number of servers necessary to control the FMS (Ciufudean, 2008) . The meaning of the cell depicted in figure 1 is that the server S i is in state 0 when there is no information to process, and there is the transfer of the information to/from machines of FMS. In state 1, we process information, and a deadlock occurs in state 2. Information bits transfer rate is i λ and the servers processing rate of information bits is i μ . The Markov chain model for IoT diagnosis of FMS is depicted in figure 2. Here T is the time elapses until deadlock occurs, and deadlock is a probability (t 
From equation (6) = , and therefore:
Where (s 
Equations (20) and (21) 
THE EVENTS OF MEMORY BUFFERS
For components manufactured in FMS, the transition from one event to next event depends on current state and on the generator W of the FMS. So, we may say that in a FMS controlled by IoT deadlocks have mainly two possibilities of diagnosis: a blocked server empties its memory or information less (e.g. empty server) commands its downstream machine. Therefore the events dynamic is determined by information which flow both way from S i to the downstream machine. We consider a FMS controlled by servers S i-1 , S i and S i+1 , and the memory buffers B i-1 and B i . We assume that an event occurs at time t and let TA be the apparent time of the next event. We have: i μ is the information processing speed (bitsunit/time-unit) of server S i , i = 1, ... , n. We have the following scenarios:
First scenario: server S i+1 is faster than S i-1 . This is modeled in figure 3 and we have (Ciufudean, 2008) , , (Dallery, 1992) : In figure 3 and 4 we depicted with continuous line server data processing and with arrows we depicted data flow (Ciufudean, 2008) , , (Dallery, 1992) . Intervals blank mark the idle processing time due to blockage/repair of servers. (27) and (28) Another scenario studied here is dual to first discuss: server M i-1 process data faster than server S i+1 and the empty server S i fills its memory buffer B i (Di Benedetto, 2001) , (Harrell, 2014) , (Dolin, 2015) , (Storey, 2014) . After that, server S i-1 processes N i-1 bits, and blockage is modeled in figure 4. ( ) (Vermesan, 2014) , (Ciufudean, 2009) , , (Ciufudean, 2006) . Therefore we have: Equations (29) and (33) allow us to avoid the above mentioned scenarios of deadlocks by fairly dimensioning the buffers, and taking into consideration flow rate of bits until next event: T 21 = p 02 in relation (29) and, respectively, T 1,i-1 = p 02 in relation (33); where p 02 is given by relation (23) (Ciufudean, 2008) , .
As we proved in this paper the failure/blocking of servers can be avoided, if the buffer size is bigger than the critical size (e.g. the size determined with equations (30), (33), (34). The necessary and sufficient condition is to have an average time to repair a server smaller than the average time to fill the memory of server.
CONCLUSIONS
A model for IoT diagnosis of a FMS diagnosis has been proposed in this paper. The model may be obtained with our discrete-event approach or using heuristic models.
A discrete-event system formulation and FMS controlled by IoT connected by processing cells and fast determines an accurate diagnosis at an increased speed and costless. We observe that if the deadlock/repair time is known and the duration of diagnosis estimation is less than it, then transient analysis is more appropriate than the steady state analysis.
Further development of this approach should focus on intelligent flexible manufacturing systems modeled with Markov chains which have selfrecovery algorithms from deadlock situations.
